
Agile enterprises are organizations 
that are highly proficient at setting 
and accomplishing goals. They 
continuously find better ways to 
simplify delivering value to their 
customers. They are made up of 
highly motivated individuals that are 
able to maintain a constant pace 
indefinitely.

Agile enterprise transformation is 
the adoption of the Agile mindset 
throughout the entire organization. 
It’s a fundamental shi� in thinking 
and behaving that enables an 
organization to accomplish anything 
it sets its focus on.

A Step-by-Step Primer on Agile Enterprise Transformation

The six principles of
an agile enterprise

�

Treat everything as a learning opportunity.6

Trust teams and people to do their jobs.5

Simplify the work.4

Create alignment and accountability through 
transparency3

Seek progress over perfection.2

Prioritize delivery of customer value.1
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1 Kicking o� with the Assessment phase, we work to
understand today’s experience. The organizational
context, existing behaviours, beliefs and capabilities
all help us drive commitment and assess the current
state of the organization.

The Current State Assessment grounds
the transformation with Action Research
and identifies the initial list of transformation
options available to the organization.

2

The Options Board allows us to visualize all potential
paths we could take to address the transformation.
It sets context and rationalizes the thought process
among the group on how we could proceed.
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4
Momentum Builders: Low cost, low value Options may help people care 
about the change which helps with alignment. Easy to execute but have little 
tangible outcome.

Quick Wins: These Options will help show visual progress early.

Necessary Evils: These may be thought of as being wasteful, but for larger or 
more risk adverse organizations they may be necessary.

Disruptors: These may be uncertain or risky Options that are big changes 
a�ecting many people  or departments. These Options may need to be 
broken down into smaller experiments if selected for implementation.

Bridges: These Options are safer and will help people a�ected by the change 
build a mental bridge between where they are and where the organization is 
headed.
Source: leanchange.org

The Foundation phase is where we create the
conditions for success and understand what
it is going to take to become an agile enterprise,
then begin proceeding with prioritized
opportunities developed from the Options Board.
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We build a Change Canvas for each 
prioritized opportunity that informs 
which experiments we will execute 
and learn from.

Our Kanban Board is where we visualize and manage
the execution of experiments that will help us move
toward building change capabilities.
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Understanding what we can do next
guides the learning to scale aspect of
the process and proving our ability
to scale successfully.

As we progress through the Early Adoption phase,
we continuously iterate, evaluate and adjust our
experiments and look for quick wins. Building on 
these small successes allows us to identify
opportunities where we can begin to scale
across the organization.
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10 Once we’ve determined that Scaling
is possible, we continue to increase
internal capabilities to lead change
and expand the change network
deep in to the organization.

Prioritize, Size
and Sequence�


